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The 8 Best Viair Compressors of Share on facebook Facebook. Share on twitter Twitter. Share
on linkedin LinkedIn. Dimensions- Great for adjusting tire pressure on RVs and trailers. See
Details. Viair 88P Portable Air Compressor. Power Cord, 16 Ft. Air Hose, 3pc Inflation Tip Kit.
Super bright LED work light included. Engine must be running when in use. Great for adjusting
tire pressure on RVs and trailers while on the road without having to find a local gas station.
Permanent Magnetic Motor. Viair Automatic Function Portable Compressor. Air Hose: 35 feet.
Ingress Protection Rating is IP54 Reads pressure on the fly with easy-to-use tire inflation gun,
and includes an automatic shutoff function that powers down the unit when the compressor is
turned on, but not actively filling tires Quick connect inflation hose with tire inflation gun and
rubber over mold pressure gauge. Direct heavy-duty dual battery clamps with amp inline fuse
Includes deluxe carry bag anti-vibration tray and more. Great for inflating tires up to 35inches
on off-road and agricultural vehicles. Includes deluxe carry bag for the compressor, air hose,
and tire inflation gun. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers
who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question.
Please enter a question. The Viair 88P is a small portable compressor capable of inflating up to
inch tires using a direct battery connection with two battery terminal clamps. Tire pressure can
be monitored using the gauge mounted on top of the unit, by temporarily switching the unit off.
User manual information on color box, use color box for storage. VIAIR offers the most
comprehensive line of fractional horsepower DC oil-less air compressors and air accessories
for on-road, off-road, and industrial markets. Since our quality engineered compressors have
become the industry standard for automotive aftermarket applications worldwide. Our 12V
portable compressors can be used by anyone who owns a car! Since it is recommended to
check, and maintain, your tire pressure monthly these compressors make it easy for you to do
that without having to go to gas stations. We recommend checking and inflating your tires
before you start driving for the day, when the tires are cold, since heat will expand the tires.
Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and
start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within
13 hrs and 1 min Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure.
We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Viair
88P Portable Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Viair 88P Portable Air Compressor. Amazon's
Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. Style: Air Compressor. About this
item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These
items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by
Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Smittybilt 5. Next page. More items to explore. Compare with similar
items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Would you like to tell us about a lower price?
Other Content [PDF ]. From the manufacturer. Proper tire pressure is important because: Helps
keep your tires lasting longer Better for gas mileage Overall makes for a better ride, keeping you
safe on the road. Featured items you may like. See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Style: Air Compressor Verified Purchase. After purchasing cigarette
lighter plug in compressors and finding them totally inadequate for airing up larger tires, I
started looking at on board and portable 12V air compressors. I have a 5 hp v compressor in the
shop so I just needed this for airing up tires after 4 wheeling or helping someone out with a flat.
I kept seeing reviews and people were claiming the Viair 88P was the best value on the market. I
received the product two days later and went out to the shop to unbox and test the compressor.
I was impressed with the design and materials used in this compressor. The hose is heavier
than I expected and the brass screw on fitting provides a positive seal with the valve stem,
prevents leakage and eliminates the need to hold the chuck on the valve stem. The alligator
clips are well constructed and provided a solid electrical connection. The electrical leads are
long enough to reach from the battery on my passenger side to the compressor sitting on the
floor next to the driver's side tire. I used an accurate tire gauge to drain the driver's side tire
down to 20 psi. I hooked up the Viair 88P and the gauge on the compressor read 22 psi. With the
engine off I timed the compressor inflating the tire up to 40 psi on the 88P gauge. I wanted to go
a few pounds past 35 psi. The first cycle, from 22 psi to 40 psi with the engine off took only 1
minute 28 seconds. I unhooked the compressor and checked the pressure with my good tire

gauge and found the tire was reading 38 psi. The compressor was warm but not hot. I was able
to place my hand on the top of the metal cylinder head without getting burned. The wiring and
alligator clips were cool to the touch. I was so impressed with the first test that I repeated the
whole process again, The second run took 1 minute and 29 seconds. The noise level was lower
than I expected and there was very little vibration from the compressor. I haven't used this at
night, but I think it would be difficult to read the gauge without a flashlight. Other reviewers
mentioned to hold on to the factory shipping box for storage since the compressor doesn't
come with a carry case. I looked around the shop and found a small heavy plastic "dry box" for
transporting and storing ammunition. I put a bundle of shop rags in the bottom to cushion the
compressor and the coiled hose and electrical cord slid right in along side the compressor. I
placed another bundle of shop rags on top of the compressor. The top of the "dry box" has
storage compartments so I put in a complete tire plug kit, some spare plugs, two spare valve
stems, a couple tire pressure gauges, a small Mag Lite flashlight a a couple spare AA batteries
for the light. This whole kit only weighs about 4 pounds and takes up very little room in the
storage area behind my rear seat. Now I'm waiting for my next off road trip where I drop all 4
tires down to 15 psi. I think unhooking the compressor, checking the pressure and moving the
unit to the next tire will probably be enough time to allow the unit to cool before the next
inflation. Don't let the small size or the amazingly low cost of this unit keep you from
considering it. Doehrman on December 1, Images in this review. Totally unreliable. Do not buy
this product. I would give it a zero rating if it was available. The units burn through compressors
with light use. I bought this several years ago as a contingency for my truck and used it less
than 2 dozen times to keep tires at recommended psi when on the road. About 2 weeks ago the
fuse blew when I tried to use it. I went to store bought new fuses inflated a tire thought great it's
fixed. Tried tire 2 and poof. Another blown fuse. Tried a 3rd time for good measure and a 3rd
blown fuse. I went online and there are all sorts of reviews saying the wiring on the compressor
is faulty and this is a common problem. I'm thinking how does this company continue to sell an
obviously defective product and also why does it get good ratings. My recommendation to
anyone considering this is do your homework and review online not Amazon before spending
your hard earned money. Oh and check the warranty on Viair's website as that may help you
decide to keep your money in your wallet or purse!! I purchased this air compressor March 19,
for topping up the tires on my vehicles and rv. On July 30 it would not turn on at all. I contacted
the manufacturer by e-mail and received back a return authorization number and instructions on
shipping the item to them. They included the following in their e-mail: "Freight charges for
products shipped to VIAIR for warranty concern are the responsibility of the person seeking
warranty consideration. If after inspection I am very disappointed with this product lasting less
than 4 months and disgusted that Viair offers a warranty that amounts to nothing. Leaking air
straight out of the box when I needed to use it for the first time!!! Very disappointed and now
need to reach out for warranty. After some fiddling I found that the air tube attachment near the
handle broke. Be careful pushing down or putting pressure on the handle! I eventually tore it
apart useless warranty and fixed it myself with hose clamps. Now it works great. I've had one of
these pumps for several months now and it has worked great so far. I keep it in my 4Runner for
off-roading trips and I run 33" tires. I air down to something like psi when driving sand or trails
and use this pump to air back up to 36 psi. This pump does a good job and it's fairly quick. It
ends up getting fairly hot by the time I'm done but it still gets it done in a reasonable amount of
time. Takes me something like 15 minutes to air up all four tires. I am a firm believer in 2 is 1 and
1 is none so I bought a second pump as a backup in case I end up with a failure on a trail
somewhere. The new pump came with a nice carry bag. I came up with a dewalt bag for the first
one but this new carry bag is more compact and a good addition to the packaging. I have read a
few reviews from people about these things being DOA and not finding out until they were in a
bind and needed it. ALWAYS test a piece of equipment like this that you may need in an
emergency when you first get it and put it through it's intended use to see if it's going to work
and get things done. I air up my tires in my driveway with these when I get them to make sure
everything is good to go and so far no problems. By D Haught on November 17, See all reviews.
Top reviews from other countries. Not even 7 weeks, the hose connecting to the back of the
compressor broke. I found out am in the morning getting my tires ready for a long drive. It
appears there is an inner coupling that snapped off. This is definitely a design flaw and
congratulations to others that have no problems with it. It's a miracle! I owned it for almost 7
weeks and was very pleased with it compared to the cheap pumps I've used for decades. I never
dropped or used the pump longer than 10 mins at a time that was pumping a beach toy once.
The rest were less than a minute for tires. I missed the amazon returned deadline and I needed
this thing to work in the morning to pump beach toys. I cut off the hose to the pressure gauge
and clamped it directly to the back of the compressor. It works again but I had to kiss the

pressure gauge good bye. Viair - what are you guys thinking? Everything about this pump
seems to be fine except at the connection points. I've had a bit of experience with various
electric tyre pumps, mostly bad. This pump is well put together and although it only does one
thing - pump things up - it does it well. Highly recommended. One person found this helpful. My
dad as tried it on his camper van, from 65 psi to 70 psi, 4 tyres in about 7 minutes. Perfect very
happy. Report abuse. Has one job and does it amazingly. You know, I've cheaped out on a lot of
things in the past. Everyday items, food and even clothing. But this is one instance where I
decided not to do that. I decided to go for broke. I did my research and was looking for some
non fancy air pump. All I wanted it to do was pump air into my car tires, and have a gauge to tell
me when to stop maybe. So I found this. This was definitely one of the least fancy pumps I
found. Seriously, it does nothing other than pump air. But boy am I happy with it. It pumps up
my tires from flat in less that 3 minutes. You start your car, plug in the red than black terminals
into your battery, screw in the air valve yes it's a screw in so you can literally screw it in and
leave it while it pumps, it is very secure and turn the baby on and it'll go. The gauge is accurate.
It is an analog so obviously it has the trappings and inaccuracies of an analog but it definitely
gets the right pressure figures for you. But while you're pumping, the case obviously is
showing a different pressure keep that in mind as the pump is forcing air into the wheels. All in
all, this pump is amazing. It's a uni-tasker but it does the only tasks it needs to do exceptionally
well. If you're in need of an air pump, I definitely recommend this specific pump. Some context, I
got this because I had a slow rim leak I couldn't really tend to. The tire would lose PSI every two
weeks. Definitely was a tire mounting issue. Regardless, I ordered this pump to remedy that. I
just made it a habit to pump my tires once every week or so to maintain optimum pressure.
That's what this was for. I have other occasions where I've helped others on the road with this.
Big car or small car it does the trick. Although I do recommend you read through the
specifications for this pump before buying it for your massive vehicles. There are restrictions.
Pages with related products. See and discover other items: air pump for car tire , cars tires , 33
inch tires , wheel clamp , tire for cars , truck box strut. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free deliv
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ery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. EPFamily Direct. Avid Power. Power Cord, Dual Battery
Clamps. This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Learn More. Car Battery.
Twist-on 70p or Press-on 74P. Twist-on 77P or Press-on 78P. Twist-on 85P or Press-on 84P.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

